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Status: Closed Start date: 2018-02-20

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Amy Forrester % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Story Points:    

Description

2/19/18: Request from Siddeswara Guru to update description on DataONE MN profile page and update with new Logo

New Description 

TERN Australia

TERN is Australia’s land ecosystem observatory. TERN observes and measures the cause and effect of ecosystem

change—from site to continental scale—and delivers data streams that enable environmental research and management.

History

#1 - 2018-02-20 21:35 - Amy Forrester

2/20/18: MN Description field text replaced with new description text (ticket #6544)

* Logo uploaded to GitHub & Profile page logo replaced

* Dashboard logo is pulling from somewhere else (ping amber)

MN Profile page description update needs to be done in MN document by MN

* Ping Monica/Roger for instructions 

*Edit the description parameters in MN settings file:

$ sudo vi /var/local/dataone/gmn_venv/lib/site-packages/gmn/settings_site.py

*After updating the file, restart apache and run:

$ sudo su gmn

$ source /var/local/dataone/gmn_venv/bin/activate

$ python /var/local/dataone/gmn_venv/lib/site-packages/gmn/manage.py node update\

 

2/21/18:

* Dashboard new logo displaying (via dustin)

* notified MN that profile page description is updated on their end -->complete 2/22
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https://redmine.dataone.org/issues/6544


#2 - 2018-02-22 14:30 - Amy Forrester

- Subject changed from TERN-update MN profile page to TERN-update name & logo

#3 - 2018-02-22 14:31 - Amy Forrester

2/22/18: {Mark Grant} Request to change the large profile page text in bold that says "Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network" to simply "TERN

Australia"

* MN change setting file for profile page

* Dave change CN dependencies for dashboard 

#4 - 2018-02-22 18:38 - Amy Forrester

- % Done changed from 30 to 100

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

Files

TERN logo_2016.jpg 772 KB 2018-02-20 Amy Forrester

TERN logo_2016.eps 1.69 MB 2018-02-20 Amy Forrester
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